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Taking a few steps back in time around 2500 years ago we will find a
genuine people that lived around the boundaries of today’s Romania –
Dacians in the North and Thracians in the South. These nations were
the last nations on Earth that fully activated the Infinite Conscience.
Dacians and Thracians was an enigma for their contemporaries, a
strange people. Indeed they were living through Spirit, contrary to
Greeks or Romans – the most advanced western civilisations at that
time that certainly appreciated and glorified material life.
Dacians and Thracians were completely different than that. Their goal in
life was to reach high spiritual knowledge that will grant them returning
to the Infinite Creator which they believed as the true sons that they
were. They considered themselves captives in this dimension and bound
to suffer by an evil force. Their knowledge was way ahead of their times
and it would be difficult even today to be understood or accepted.
Dacians and Thracians considered all the components of the Physical
world as artificial, a false Creation of a sick perverted intelligence that
kept them suffering here in captivity in order to make them loose their
conscience of True origin.
Darkness retaliated through its agents that zealously worked against
Spirit: the Roman Empire and Persian Empire that colonised Dacian and
Thracian territories and introduced the consumption of meat and
distilled alcohol that perverted the body and Spirit. Christian Church
establishing themselves as a strong Agent of Darkness later wiped out
any spiritual knowledge of Dacians and Thracians.
Over thousands of years Darkness makes constant efforts to wipe out
any kind of true Spiritual knowledge formalising various kinds of
religious fanaticism that alienates Spirit. Christianisation succeeded
through the sword over all of Europe destroying all ancient faiths of
different peoples, which the Church even today considers pagans, then
not eligible to live, and worthy to be condemned. Only a

naïve will not observe that this christianisation have hidden interests
that only could justify the scale of efforts that they made over hundreds
years to implement their sterile system all over the world and annihilate
True Spirit. And christianity is not the only religion in that position. The
controllers, sponsored all religions through the ruling elite. Even today
they imposed false beliefs once more as New Age. True spiritual
knowledge was always the worst enemies of this planet controllers plans
- therefore the ruling elite makes constant efforts to hide the Truth. Is it
not a surprise that True knowledge was “lost” and instead we have rude
intolerant religions that are brainwashing, and encourage people to send
their energies in form of prayers to their extreme malevolent controller
they call God!
For those that can see in True Spirit and even for the rest I have a
question: have you ever been curious to check the True Heart of your
God, its true essence? Probably not because you were educated to fear
of God and the first concepts that you learn by religion is to not
question. That was times when heresy was extremely dangerous.
Darkness ruled by imposing ignorance as legitimate, forced by majority
or weaponry, and as you can see, is still doing well today.
The good news is that things could be changed instantly through
spiritual awakening – the most fearful concept by Darkness. And this is
the meaning of why you are reading this.

Dacians and Thracians were infamous and considered strange in their
times for their beliefs. The entire known world believes in different
Gods, Divine Spirits or Nature Spirits and raised an eyebrow finding
Dacians and Thracians so-called religion was monotheistic. They believe
in only one divinity – their king and divinity – Zalmoxis. The purpose
was a higher state of awareness reaching Infinite Creator consciousness
as Zalmoxis did! They was ignoring material life as being just another
manifestation of false creation.

The few Greek chronicles testimonials classified Dacians and their fellow
Thracians as a primitive people living in small congregations in nature
and rarely gathering in cities. Also an important percentage of them
were celibate ascetics, never getting married or having children and
being constantly dedicated to Spirit. This class gained high respect of
other Dacians and Thracians and they were regarded as Initiates. Their
leader was Zalmoxis, which Plato noted in Charmides that is “king and
at the same time their God”. Plato also noted that Dacian physicians
“are so skilful that they can even give you immortality” and in
comparison to this, Greek physicians are just ignorants. Dacians and
Thracians knew that diseases are the result of a wrong spiritual attitude
or interferences with Darkness and you should never treat someone
without treating his spirit first. Someone stepping onto a dark path will
develop a resonance with Darkness that soon will progressively possess
all the aspects of his life including health. How can someone heal such
person?
The Infinite Creator is the Source of everything, the very Source that we
are come from. Dacians and Thracians knew that in The True Creation,
which is Infinite Love, at a certain moment appeared a duality possibility
that was immediately speculated by three Minds. These immediately
became the so-called three Dark Minds that turned their back from the
Infinite Creator and their action completely antagonistic to Infinite or
Infinite Love lead them to the opposite polarity: finite and hatred!
Isolating themselves from Infinite on a space that corresponds to their
new status, lead to what we are calling physical world. Yes, the physical
worlds and the Universes are the Evil Creation. The three Evil Minds
based on duality that have appeared by their action, developed jealousy,
envy and vanity and assumed the arrogance to be better than The
Infinite Creator. Vanity poisoned these Minds. Ah, vanity, you can find it
on every corner of their “masterpiece”; it’s the standard of the False
Creation along with jealousy and envy because the False Creation was
born through that.

The Infinite Creator could instantly correct this deviation but the Evil
Minds isolated themselves and engulfed all the innocent Spirits that
were in that area of True Creation. They took prisoners all those
innocent Spirits happened to be here at the wrong moment. Those
hostages we are, exception would be those that deliberately came here
to put an end to this aberration.
Evil Minds also known as Demiurges or Archons, created matter, physical
universes and physical life, all grounded on the opposite of True Love
and Infinite. The Evil Creation is finite and everything inside is based on
consuming and is consuming by itself. This is why Darkness is obsessed
with perpetuation and constantly trying to rob vital energies – that
Demiurges could not replicate, (because they can’t create anything due
to their opposite condition to The Creator) but need in order to
perpetrate! Darkness need a source of energy to maintain its False
Creation. The universal fuel that put things in motion, and this fuel can
be find in every pure Spirit that wasn’t yet corrupted by Darkness.
Dacians and Thracians were not believing or recognising any authority
except The Infinite Creator. Every time it thunders they was throwing
arrows to the sky to the malevolent Gods. They didn’t obey and
certainly despised those malefic Gods who keep them prisoners on
Earth. They didn’t obey even to The Infinite Creator because they know
that each of them is Infinite Creator – they only have to reach the True
Conscience of that.
Dacians and Thracians lived through spiritual development that finally
lead them to the state of Infinite Creator. They know that physical death
is not an escape from this malevolent Creation because Spirit
imprisoned here and would be forced to born again on other worlds of
the False Creation until Darkness will succeed its corruption. The only
chance to escape is reaching conscious of Infinite Creator that will lead
them straight out of this nightmare back to where they belong in Infinite
Creation. And this goal is extremely important because darkness is
constantly working to corrupt every captured True Spirit, or a corrupted

Spirit can never be restored as Darkness will consummate all its energy.
That poor entity will be doomed to slavery.
These things were the basis of their knowledge and probably the most
famous concept of Dacians and Thracians was the fact that they were
crying when a child was born and were happy when someone died.
They were fully aware that when a child is born a spirit is forced to
come here in a world of suffering, a spirit that will be exposed to the
risk of being forever corrupted. They were celebrating when someone
died, because it was escaping from this prison of Darkness and return to
the True Creation, Zalmoxis and The Infinite Creator.
The first of them that reached The Infinite Creator state of Conscience
was Dacians and Thracians king, Zalmoxis.
In the True Creation every Spirit is connected in Infinite Love with The
Infinite Creator and other spirits. This is the same even here in the
physical world, because Darkness couldn’t unmount this. Just acts like a
dark stain that occurred to a white fabric. Something opposed to infinity
is trying to conquer infinity - this is absolute stupidity, but Darkness is
constantly trying to expand, obsessed by its perpetration.
Zalmoxis Initiations is the system of Initiations practiced widely among
Dacians and Thracians. There were no writings about any of these
methods because Dacians and Thracians knew that Darkness will
corrupt any knowledge through false interpretations and therefore the
knowledge must be transmitted directly and then not allowed to be
written. I am entitled by the Zalmoxis Infinite Conscience that I am now
representing and happy to bring to you Zalmoxis Initiations.
Zalmoxis Initiations comprise:

Kthuli Force – spiritual revitalisation
Zalmoxis Force – recognising Infinite Creator within

Sphinx Force – recognising True Creation - this special initiation
involves a sphere of Light that will come down on you and will finally
embrace and accommodate you. Then something will be given to you or
something of major personal importance will occur. The experience is
personal and varies from person to person.
Ko – The Force above Darkness - this very strong attunement should be
taken 3 times in 3 consecutive days. It’s the power to resist Darkness.
Supreme Light – regaining true powers.
Each initiation should be taken in a single day except Ko that is a 3-step
initiation and should be completed in 3 consecutive days or 3 times in a
row if that is possible.
To proceed to the initiations you should use a mentally affirmation like
this in a meditation state: “I am asking to be initiated in […] and I call
now upon me the […] Initiation from Armand until the process will be
completed”.
Any of these initiations will connect you with tremendous energies that
you could use as you are familiarised from other Sokaisi energies. The
prerequisite needed of previous Sokaisi initiations is mandatory.
These are spiritual energies with no precedent or equivalent on Earth.
These are steps to the final stage of reaching the Infinite Creator, the
final journey to that once was the essence of every one of us. Always
remember that everything here is and will always be True Creation, but
Darkness enveloped that in ignorance and creates illusion of physical
world, and through fear and deceiving is forcing you believe in this false
reality.

As you will discover that you are True Spirit, Darkness will cease to
exist! Because this entire physical world is built out of ignorance and the
absence of Infinite Love. I know you aren’t feeling well here.

You might also be interested in the next powerful initiation:
Infinite Love
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